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Revised FIFA Regulations for the Status and Transfer of Players - Training Compensation

We write in relation to the revised Regulations for the Status and Transfer of Players and, in
particular, in relation to the regulations concerning training compensation for young players .

Circular number 769 set out a timetable for national associations to follow in order for them
to be able to assist FIFA to implement the regulations relating to the training compensation
payable for young players. It was hoped that national associations would indicate the types
of costs that they believed should be taken into account in calculating training compensation
fees by 15 October 2001 . Then, assuming FIFA had received sufficient responses by this
date, the intention was to issue a Circular containing guidelines as to which types of costs
were to be taken into account in the calculation of training compensation costs.

Unfortunately, so far only a handful of national associations have provided us with their
input as to the type of costs that they believe should be taken into account . However, in
order that the details of this system can be put into operation as soon as possible and on the
basis of the responses that we have received, we set out below guidelines as to the types of
costs that national associations should take into account in establishing training
compensation fees . In addition, we provide some further guidance and a revised timetable
for the remaining steps, which need to be taken to implement the system .

On the basis of the responses received from national associations and studies carried out by
the FIFA General Secretariat, we set out below guidelines, which are not intended to be
exhaustive, as to the types of expenses that national associations should take into account
when calculating a value for the actual costs of training young players at clubs. These costs
must be limited to those which are incurred by clubs in each category in the country
concerned in training young players, based on the criteria set out below.

"

	

Salaries and/or allowances and/or benefits paid to players (such as pensions and
health insurance)

"

	

Anysocial charges and/or taxes paid on salaries
"

	

Accommodation expenses
"

	

Tuition fees and costs incurred in providing internal or external academic education
programmes

"

	

Travel costs incurred in connection with the players' education



"

	

Training camps
"

	

Travel costs for training, matches, competitions and tournaments
" Expenses incurred for use of facilities for training including playing fields,

gymnasiums, changing rooms etc . (including depreciation costs)
"

	

Costs of providing football kit and equipment (e.g . balls, shirts, goals etc.)
"

	

Expenses incurred in playing competitive matches including referees expenses, and
competition registration fees

"

	

Salaries of coaches, medical staff, nutritionists and other professionals
"

	

Medical equipment and supplies
"

	

Expenses incurred by volunteers
" Other miscellaneous administrative costs (a % of central overheads to cover

administration costs, accounting, secretarial services etc.)

All national associations should use these guidelines as a basis upon which to calculate the
training costs for each category of clubs . Where clubs are already compensated for all or
part of these training costs through public subsidies and grants, this ought to be taken into
account by national associations in establishing the average training costs for a particular
category of clubs.

2.

	

Next Steps

There are two further steps that national associations need to take to enable FIFA to begin to
implement the system of training compensation . They are:

a) _-Cate org

	

ising Clubs

FIFA

National associations are asked to place their clubs into a maximum of four categories,
depending on the financial investments that these clubs make in training players . In
EU/EEA, national associations must take into account the views of representatives of both
players and clubs when carrying out this process .

As stated in the Application Regulations, national associations shall establish the four
categories using the following guidelines :

i .

	

Category 1 (top level, e.g . club possesses high quality training centre) :
o all first-division clubs of national associations investing on average a

similar amount in training players .

ii .

	

Category 2 (still professional, but at a lower level) :
o

	

all second-division clubs of national associations with clubs in category 1
o

	

all first-division clubs in all other countries with professional football .

iii.

	

Category 3 :
o

	

all third-division clubs of national associations with clubs in category 1
o

	

all second-division clubs in all other countries with professional football .

iv .

	

Category 4:
o

	

all fourth- and lower division clubs of the national associations with clubs
in category 1
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b)

	

Calculation of Training Compensation

The process that national associations need to go through is as follows:

FIFA

o

	

all third- and lower division clubs in all other countries with professional
football

o

	

all clubs in countries with only amateur football .

There is some degree of flexibility in these guidelines . For example, a club in a lower
division may be placed in a category with clubs of a higher division if it makes a similar
investment as those clubs in training young players . In addition, national associations may
propose another system for categorising their clubs. In the EU/EEA, any such different
approach requires prior consultation with clubs and players' representatives .

On the basis of the criteria, which are set out at point 1 of this letter, national associations
must determine an average training compensation amount for each different category of
clubs within their association . In EU/EEA, national associations must meet with
representatives of both players and clubs to work out this amount.

i.

	

For each different category of clubs (and based on the criteria for calculating training
compensation set out above at point 1 of this letter), national associations should
arrive at a figure, which represents the average annual training costs incurred by a
club in that category.

ii .

	

The figure arrived at for each category at (i) above, should then be divided by the total
number of players that are effectively trained, on average, by a club in each category
i.e . the number of players between 12 and 21 years of age who are trained by a club,
who have not yet completed their training and who are registered to play for that
club . The resulting figure represents the average cost for training one player at a club
in a particular category.

iii.

	

Finally, to work out the training compensation amount for each category, the figure
obtained under (ii) should be multiplied by what is referred to in the Application
Regulations as an average `player factor' . The `player factor' is a ratio that takes into
account the number of players who need to be trained on average by a club in a given
category in order to `produce' one professional player .

The player factor for each given category is obtained by dividing the total number of
players being effectively trained, on average, by a club in that category (as defined at
(ii) above), by the average number of those players being offered a full professional
contract each year .

iv .

	

National associations within EU/EEA must also notify FIFA of a ceiling for the training
value for each category at the beginning of each football season, after having had
consultations with representatives of players and clubs. FIFA deems that the most
appropriate way to calculate this ceiling is to divide the average annual costs of
training per club in a certain category by the average number of players effectively
trained by clubs in that category who are offered non-amateur contracts .
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As we have informed you previously, the actual amount of compensation to be paid for a
particular player will be calculated by multiplying the amount calculated at (iii) above by the
number of years training which the player effectively received from a particular club .

We attach as an Appendix an example to of the above calculations to further assist national
associations .

3. Timetable

The implementation of this system is an important element of the revised regulations and we
would be grateful if national associations would provide FIFA with the necessary information
to ensure that this system can be implemented in the shortest possible time. However, we
realise that some of the principles involved in the calculation of training compensation are
complex and, therefore, we extend the deadline to 26 April 2002. By then, all national
associations shall send us (1) a list of their clubs arranged into different categories, (2) a
training compensation amount for each of those categories for the season 2001/2002, and
(3) a `ceiling' for the training compensation amount if the national association is from an
EU/EEA country. National associations of the EU/EEA should indicate the ceiling proposals
made by players' and clubs representatives, as well as their own view, where such proposals
diverge.

Please note that if any national association does not comply with this deadline, FIFA shall
proceed to categorise its clubs and to set the training compensation amounts by itself and in
ábindingway.

We thank you for your co-operation and look forward to hearing from you in compliance with
the timetable set out above.

faithfully,

/Michel Zen-Ruffinen
General Secretary

cc :

	

- Executive Committee
- Players' Status Committee
- Confederations

-Appendix

FIFA



Step i

Average Annual Training Costs:-

Step ii

Average ann ual trai ni ng costs
Average number of players
effectively trained

~1
,~C%®A/
FIFA

fr, ~I te
Appendix -Example for National Associations of Calculation of Training Compensation Value

National Association X has categorised its clubs into 4 categories as set out in the Circular at
paragraph 2(a) .

The first step is to determine the average sum that a club in each category spends in total on
training in one year as designated by national associations after consultation with
representatives of clubs and players .

Average annual cost of training 1 player

Step iii

The average annual cost of training one player for a club in each category (as calculated at step
(ii) above) is multiplied by the `player factor' to give the amount of training compensation due to
a club in a particular category for training a player for one year .

Average annual cost of training 1 player x

	

Average number of players effectively trained
Average number of those players offered non-
amateur contracts
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Cateo 1 Cateo 2 Cateo 3 Cateo 4

1,0000_00 500,000 100,000 10,000
100 50 25 10

= 10,000 = 10,000 = 4,000 = 1,000

Cateo 1 Cateo 2 Cateo 3 Cateo 4

10,000 x 100 10,000 x 50 4,000 x 25 1,000 x 10
5 3 2 1

= 200,000 = 166,666 = 50,000 = 10,000

Cateo 1 Cateo 2 Cateo 3 Cateo 4

1,000,000 Euros 500,000 Euros 100,000 Euros 10,000 Euros



Ste

	

iv EU EEA only)

In EU/EEA, the amount of training compensation due as calculated at (iii) above cannot exceed a
`ceiling' .

	

This ceiling is calculated as follows :

Average annual training costs (see step_())
Average number of players being

offered non-amateur contracts (see step (iii))

FIFA
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Cateo 1 Cateo 2 Cateo 3 Cateo 4

1,000,000 500,000 100,000 10,000
5 3 2 1

= 200,000 = 166,666 = 50,000 = 10,000


